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We deliver coaching that fosters 
individual needs and boosts 
organisational performance

We are the market leaders in Executive Coaching. With over 25 years of experience 
in Managed Training and with a global network of over 1500 coaches across the 
world, the expertise you need is never far away.

By understanding the needs and experience of your coachee, The Learning Factor 
team will hand pick and assign the most suited coach to match the coachee 
needs and deliver on your objectives.

The Learning Factor coaches have real commercial experience and bring 
specialist skills to their role. They are locally based, speak the local language and 
understand cultural differences and regional logistics.

Don’t just take our word for it. Hear the feedback from one of our Fortune 500 
clients:

testimonial:

“Clare’s coaching surpassed all of my expectations and has provided me with the 
tools and confidence to become a better leader.

She has made a difference to my professional life and I am grateful to have 
had the opportunity to work with her. Her contribution to my development as 
a leader has been impactful, and I look forward to working with her in future. 
I encourage all business leaders to engage The Learning Factor for Executive 
Coaching, for a rewarding personal growth experience which delivers a positive 
impact on business outcomes.”

Senior organisational change Manager
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Once a coach is hand selected to meet the exact needs of the coachee, they 
will take the time to thoroughly understand their needs as well as the needs 
of the organisation. This is what sets us apart and lays the foundations for a 
successful assignment.

Feel confident that we handle every step of the process so that you can get on 
with business. Our bespoke coaching process includes:

Obtaining a thorough brief from coachee’s direct manager

Conducting a pre-coaching evaluation – this is usually a casual coffee 
meeting so that expectations for the coaching sessions can be agreed 
between the coach and coachee

8 coaching sessions – sessions are usually 1 to 1.5 hours

A psychological assessment tool (optional, based upon coachee’s needs)

4 week feedback session with coachee’s direct manager

Post evaluation session

the coaching process We 
deliver   
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our managed 
solution for 
coaching 

What iS involvEd?
Executive Coaching is focused on improving performance by helping people develop and 
sustain new attitudes and behaviours. It involves the following:   

if you need to address a specific focus area and deliver positive business results with 
urgency, speak to us today about coaching and how we will deliver a positive impact 
within your organisation.

Gathering and giving feedback  

Providing tools, knowledge, and opportunities 

Solving problems collaboratively 

Mutually setting goals and creating action plans 

Supporting and encouraging over the long term 

Monitoring progress
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our typical focus areas to boost 
performance 

Key features and benefits of 
coaching

Set and achieve strategically defined goals

Develop skill gaps including conflict management, performance management, 
soft skills, leadership mentoring and succession planning

Improve the profitability of the business

Build a team and effectively manage staff

Improve communication skills

Identify ways to achieve work/life balance

Master activity management

Overcome procrastination

Address career burn out issues

The following list shows some examples (although not an exhaustive list) of typical 
coaching focus areas:

Executive Coaching enables a leader to be more effective by: 

Building self-awareness through feedback on the impact of his or her behaviour 

Improves performance and increases productivity, positively impacting the bottom 
line

Builds employee self-esteem

Reduces turnover (development is strongly related to retention and loyalty)

Delivering insights into strengths and areas for development  

Guiding targeted development 

Motivating them to develop and change 
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get in touch

head office

operations centre

Level 25, Aurora Place, 88 Phillip
St, Sydney 2000 NSW Australia 

50 Yeo St, Neutral Bay 2089
NSW Australia

1 3 0 0 - 6 6 8 - 6 2 2

hello@learningfactor.com.au
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